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1. Introduction 

1.1 This Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) concerns Spelthorne Borough Council’s 

Submission Local Plan (Regulation 22) and the emerging Staines Development 

Framework.  

1.2 It comprises a record of where agreements have (or have not) been reached between 

Spelthorne Borough Council and National Highways on key strategic matters and 

identifies additional strategic matters which have not already been addressed.  

1.3 National Highways has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport as a 

strategic highway company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and is 

the highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the Strategic Road 

Network (SRN). The SRN is a critical national asset and as such National Highways 

works to ensure that it operates and is managed in the public interest, both in respect 

of current activities and needs as well as in providing effective stewardship of its long-

term operation and integrity. National Highways will be concerned with proposals that 

have the potential to impact on the safe and efficient operation of the SRN.  

1.4 In the case of Spelthorne Borough Council’s Submission Local Plan, National 

Highways is primarily interested in the impacts of the development plan on the M25 

(more particularly, M25 Junctions 12 to 14), the M3 (more particularly, Junctions 1 

and 2) and the A30.  

2. Staines Development Framework (Emerging) 

2.1 To support the Local Plan, the Council is currently producing a Staines Development 

Framework (SDF) Supplementary Planning Document (Draft) to help guide 

development in the town centre over the plan period. The purpose of the 

Development Framework is to articulate clear guidance for the transformation and 

regeneration of the centre of Staines-upon-Thames. Staines-upon-Thames has been 

identified by SBC as having an opportunity to grow and develop into a thriving and 

vibrant town centre, building on its existing successful high street and its enviable 

riverside location. The Development Framework has been drafted to identify some of 

the issues currently facing the town centre, and articulate opportunities for change, 

improvements and development, that will collectively deliver a successful and 

attractive town centre environment.  

2.2 The SDF seeks to guide a reduction in the scale of the transport infrastructure ringing 

the town centre to reduce severance, improve pedestrian and cycling experience and 
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create attractive entrances and gateways to the town centre. This could displace 

east-west and north-south vehicular traffic currently travelling through the town centre 

onto the SRN, impairing its safe and efficient operation. Accordingly, National 

Highways looks forward to being consulted on and involved with the development 

and modelling of schemes for Staines-upon-Thames Town Centre.  

Record of agreement  

Spelthorne BC will consult and involve National Highways in the development and 
modelling of schemes for Staines-upon-Thames Town Centre.  

3. Green Belt and Environmental Matters (including matters relevant to climate change 

adaption such as flood risk) 

 

Evidence base keys findings - Green Belt 

3.1 The Council has identified two draft allocation sites close to the border of 

neighbouring authorities. ST4/025: Land at Coppermill Road, is adjacent to Windsor 

and Maidenhead. AS2/006: Land East of Desford Way is in close proximity to the LB 

Hounslow border. Spelthorne BC has contacted both authorities regarding any 

potential cross boundary issues.   

3.2 Whilst National Highways understands that access proposals for AS2/006: Land East 

of Desford Way are still emerging, it must be demonstrated that the access proposals 

involving the SRN comply in all respects with the Design Standards for Roads and 

Bridges (DMRB) and can be delivered while maintaining the safe and efficient 

operation of the A30.    

3.3 A Transport Assessment has been commissioned by Spelthorne Borough Council to 

assess the potential transport impacts of development along the A30, and where 

necessary, may identify mitigation measures in order to promote sustainable 

development.  

Record of agreement  

Access proposals for AS2/006: Land East of Desford Way involving the SRN 
must comply in all respects with the Design Standards for Roads and Bridges 
(DMRB) and must maintain the safe and efficient operation of the A30 while 
being delivered.  

Spelthorne BC will share the findings of the A30 Transport Assessment with 
National Highways once available.   

 

 

4. Infrastructure (including transport, community and green infrastructure) 
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Spelthorne Local Plan: Strategic Highway Assessment Report (2022) 

4.1 This study assessed the transport impacts of site allocations and wider transport 

impacts associated with planned growth derived from the Local Plan.  

 

4.2 Surrey’s transport model SINTRAM has been used for the assessment as well as a 

cordoned Local Model of Spelthorne and its immediate surroundings. A future year of 

2037 has been assessed, to tie in with the end of the Local Plan period. Model 

scenarios are as follows:  

• 2037 Do Minimum – this includes growth outside the borough, plus growth 

from planned and committed developments since 2014 within the district. 

• 2037 Do Something – as above plus Local Plan development sites and 

windfalls. 

4.3 The assessment has included the following large-scale developments located outside 

but close to the Spelthorne boundary, where these have already gained planning 

permission or are included in Local Plans:  

• Longcross Garden Village (Southern Site), 

• Longcross Garden Village (Northern Site), 

• South Bedfont, 

• Bedfont Gardens,  

• Airport Business Park, and  

• MOD Feltham. 

 

4.4 Subject to the review of detailed model outputs for a number of locations (the 

roundabouts at M25 Junctions 13 and 14, Sunbury Cross Roundabout and the 

A30/A308 junction), National Highways believes the residual cumulative impacts of 

the Local Plan have been adequately identified and the modelled effect of the draft 

spatial strategy on the SRN is reasonable. National Highways notes that the M25 

Junction 13 to Junction 14 mainline, M25 Junction 14 to Junction 13 mainline and 

M25 Junction 13 to Junction 12 mainline are close to operational capacity in both the  

2037 DM and DS and that merge delays on the M25 Junction 13 northbound on-slip, 

M25 Junction 13 southbound on-slip and M25 Junction 14 southbound on-slip are 

relatively high in both the 2037 DM and DS.  

 

4.5 Key findings:  

1. Overall, the developments are reasonably small and dispersed. As a result, the 

impacts tend to be local to the developments and the cumulative impact is in 

general tolerable. Nevertheless, there are some cumulative impacts in Staines, 

Stanwell, Ashford and Sunbury. It is not considered that any impacts would be 

considered severe in terms of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 
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2. There is a need for localised highway mitigation tied in with specific developments, 

as well as schemes to address cumulative impacts in some locations. Some 

further work will be required to help inform Spelthorne’s Infrastructure 

Development Plan. Measures should be consistent with Surrey County Council’s 

recently adopted Local Transport Plan 4. In particular there is a need for high 

quality pedestrian and cycle routes and corridors linking the developments with 

where people want to travel to in order to limit travel by private vehicle.  

4.6 The Strategic Highways Assessment has identified that no individual site is forecast 

to have a significant impact on the Staines locality. However, a detailed assessment 

will be undertaken as part of the Staines Development Framework.  

Record of agreement  

Surrey County Council and National Highways have been consulted on policy 
preparation and strategic policies in the Local Plan (Site Allocations and Policy 
ID2: Sustainable Transport for New Developments) and have been prepared in 
line with the findings of the Spelthorne Strategic Highways Assessment. Some 
further work will be required to help inform Spelthorne’s Infrastructure 
Development Plan, with National Highways consulted as necessary but particularly 
as schemes for Sunbury Cross Roundabout and Staines Town Centre are 
developed and tested.  
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